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Welcome to ICF Institutional Capital Forum

ICF Institutional Capital Forum specialises in organising
exclusive private markets events in the DACH region.

The ICF Sustainable Investor Summit (ICF SIS) is a strong
voice in the DACH region advancing sustainable, responsible
and impact investing across all asset classes. Our mission is
to rapidly shift investment practices towards sustainability,
focusing on long-term investment and the generation of
positive social and environmental impacts.

The aim of ICF SIS is also to provide a communication
platform for corporate leaders and stakeholders: Many
corporate leaders understand that businesses have a key role
to play in tackling urgent challenges, and so are reducing their
climate change footprint.

The ICF team works with the conference advisory board
members, sponsors and industry leaders to construct an
agenda that is highly relevant to all those who attend. As
such, our programmes are designed and held to strictest of
standards.

We believe that Finance is a force for good – join us and
support the transition to a sustainable future.

The ICF team



Hans-Peter Dohr
Managing Director

ICA Institutional Capital 
Associates

Susanne Bregy
Head of Impact Investing

Phineo

Angelika Delen
Europe (ex UK) Strategic 

Research Director & Europe 
Impact Investment Leader

Mercer Austria

Volker Weber
Chairman of the Board

FNG - Forum Nachhaltige
Geldanlagen

Andreas Knörzer
Managing Partner

Knörzer Consulting

SIS 6 Advisory board
The Advisory board is an esteemed group of industry thought leaders assembled by ICF to shape the conference programmes of the 
SIS 6 forums by collaboratively identifying topics and speakers that will facilitate engaging and informative discussions.
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SIS 6: Planned themes
SIS 6 will highlight current developments, investment 
opportunities & risks across all asset classes and 
relevant geographic markets.

The SIS programme will also cover the latest topics in 
sustainable and impact investment, sustainable 
strategy and reporting, regulation, data provision & 
impact measurement, ESG and climate resilience and 
innovation financing.

SIS 6 will again try to capture the different views of the 
various stakeholders and decision-makers on the 
relevant sustainability and impact topics (global view, 
investors’ view, board view) within the framework of 
specific panel discussions.
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SIS 6: Special topics

SIS 6 will additionally focus on special subjects such as:

• Sustainable blue economy: Why investors should take a 
deep dive into the blue economy

• Natural capital, sustainable agriculture and biodiversity: 
Natural capital solutions to achieve net-zero emissions 
and global food security

• Diversity, equity & inclusion: Successfully create diverse 
and functional organisations with DEI and thereby 
strengthen innovation, growth and competitiveness in 
companies

• Corporate citizenship: How businesses and organisations 
contribute to a positive development of the society

• ESG and impact issues in the context of the special 
requirements of faith-based and value-oriented investors
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SIS 6: Burning issues 
In our 6th year of learning, sharing and networking around 
ESG and impact investing we would like to discuss also 
answers to the most pressing questions:

ESG over time: the avoidance of negative consequences has 
long since been replaced by the demand for real impact: 
Shouldn't the world look much better by now? What's the 
bottom line for the DACH region?

Ukraine war and global uncertainties:
• At the beginning of the Ukraine war, it looked as if the 

obvious negative dependence on fossil fuels would 
spur the energy transition. Have concrete actions 
fulfilled these expectations?

• The negative economic consequences of the war lead 
to social crises in many areas. Can we expect that the 
traditional focus on the environment (the E of ESG) is 
evolving into an increasing prioritisation of financially 
material social issues (the S of ESG)?

• As the crisis progresses, there are also tendencies to 
return to conservative, supposedly more predictable 
strategies. Are we still moving in the right direction?

The S in ESG:
• Is this just a focus in times of social crisis or not a 

significant investment theme in its own right?
• What is the status of the European Union’s social 

taxonomy?
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Germany Forum | 16-17 May 2023 
Steigenberger Frankfurter Hof 

Swiss Forum | 15 March 2023
SIX ConventionPoint Zurich

Austria Forum | 10-11 May 2023
Marriott Hotel Vienna

SIS 6: Locations and dates 

Conference day 1 (16 May)

09:00 - 18:00 Conference 
18:30 - 21:30 Dinner

Conference day 2 (17 May)

09:30 - 13:00 Conference
13:00 - 14:00 Farewell with snack lunch

Conference day 1 (10 May)

09:00 - 18:00 Conference 
18:30 - 21:30 Dinner

Conference day 2 (11 May)

09:30 - 13:00 Conference
13:00 - 14:00 Farewell with snack lunch

Conference day (15 March)

09:00 - 18:00 Conference 
18:00 - 21:00 Apero



Fireside chats

Roundtable with one or 
two experts and a 

moderator, scheduled to 
last 20 minutes

Networking time

Plenty of networking time 
during coffee breaks, 
extended lunch time, 

Dinner / Apero at the end 
of the first conference day

Keynotes

Expert lecture with 
approx. 20 minutes of 

speaking time

Panel discussions

Roundtable with 3 to max 
4 experts and a 

moderator, scheduled to 
last 40 minutes

The concept of SIS



Improve deal flow and 
present investment 

opportunities at scale, 
connect DACH 

investors with world’s 
leading sustainable 

and impact managers

Strengthen 
competence and 

exchange know-how 
within the financial 
services industry

Develop better 
methods and data to 

evaluate non-financial 
outcomes, share the 
latest research and 

principles from leading 
associations and 

academia 

Support sustainability 
and impact innovation 
practices, bring best-
in-class practices to 
and from the DACH 

market 

Keep up the 
momentum, create a 

community of 
managers and 

investors whose 
values and return 

requirements align, 
build cohesion 

The goals of SIS:
Overcome hurdles for sustainable and impact investing
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SIS in social media

We promote the conferences, specific panels and all our speakers on our website and social media channels. 
In addition to the media campaigns on our ICF channels, we provide all our speakers with posting material for 
their own social media channels such as Twitter or LinkedIn.



Review: SIS 5 2022



SIS 5 2022: 
Attendee 
breakdown 

Frankfurt
Vienna
Zurich

Zurich 112

Vienna 140

Frankfurt
238

490 Attendees

Asset 
Managers

30%

Other
41%

Investors
29%

264 Organisations

Male
65%

Female
35%

35% Female attendees



SIS 5 2022: 5th Germany forum
24 - 25 May 2022 | Radisson Blu Hotel Frankfurt

238 Attendees
https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_frankfurt_en/

https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_frankfurt_en/


SIS 5 2022: 2nd Austria forum
30 - 31 March 2022 | Marriott Hotel Vienna

140 Attendees
https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_austria_en/

https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_austria_en/


SIS 5 2022: 1st Swiss forum
05 May 2022 | Six CoventionPoint Zurich

112 Attendees
https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_zurich_en/

https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_zurich_en/
https://www.ic-icf.com/en/konferenzen-en/sis5_main_en/sis5_zurich_en/
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Sponsors and supporters of SIS 5
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Supporting organisations & media partners of SIS 5
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Hans-Peter Dohr

Managing Partner
T   +49 89 125 01 80 30
M  +49 171 576 31 77
E   hp.dohr@ic-ica.com

Mario Weiss

ICF Event Management
T   +49 89 125 01 80 11
M  +49 171 734 12 21
E   m.weiss@ic-icf.com

Contact us
For further information or if you have any questions regarding attending, speaking or sponsoring, please contact:

ICF Institutional Capital Forum is a division of

ICA Institutional Capital Associates GmbH

Mauerkircherstr. 81 B
81925 Munich / Germany
www.ic-icf.com

mailto:hp.dohr@ic-ica,com
mailto:m.weiss@ic-icf,com

